Books and Magazines

Les premiers points de broderie

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBDMC-12377-1

Les premiers points de broderie
64 pages book by Josette Vinas Y Roca dedicated to expert embroideress and a guide for the "first steps".

Price: € 14.76 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Point de croix avec ma fille

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBDFR-9782299000404

Point de croix avec ma fille
62 pages book by Amandine Dardenne dedicated to create original and fresh objects.

Price: € 22.06 (incl. VAT)
Accessoires en lin et Liberty

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LBF-9782283586990

Accessoires en lin et Liberty
In this book Catherine Rouchié proposes a lot of accessories with soft colours and linen with a touch of Liberty Style. 64 pages.

Price: € 11.72  (incl. VAT)
Transferts de fête

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299000909

Transferts de fête
Offer an embroidery means offering a patient careful work. For all occasions, here you can find 400 motifs you can use one by one or coupled together in order to decorate cushions, tablecloths, curtains etc. Mingle different styles of embroidery, with pearls, ribbons, textiles. All is possible with this book!
Author: Odile Bailloeul.
144 pages.

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Belles lettres au point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299000879

Belles lettres au point de croix
Elegant and romantic, graphical or baroque. Different letters in different styles with different colors and motifs. Old patterns with a modern taste, low and up case, from 32 to 129 points. Among all these letters, you will find the most suitable decoration for bags, cushions, tablecloths etc.
Authors: Denis Chabault and Kaï Sirirat-Chabault.
237 pages.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Kawai

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299000086

Kawai

Kawai means nice, cute, adorable. Add some cuteness to your days with colors and fantasy. Little dolls, jewels, bags: little objects with a Japanese taste.

Author: Christine Nivet

62 pages.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Rangements à coudre

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299000831

20 projects. All thread arts are included (embroidery, patchwork, sewing, knitting etc). Create little objects for your work like boxes for skeins, bags, aprons, organizers etc. Simple techniques and patterns together with useful tips all well explained.

64 pages.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Patchwork pour la maison

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001104

Patchwork pour la maison
Some pieces of fabrics and a pair of scissors. Discover the patchwork and make it more modern with fashion tastes and déco flavors. An introduction full of details which explain through pictures how to solve little problems and difficulties of this technique. From the cutting of the fabrics to the padding, all the passages are well described. 17 patterns for all the house: plaids, pictures, curtains, table sets, poufs and so on.

Author: Edith Garrault

64 pages.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Découpage, motifs et décoration

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299000862

Découpages motifs et décoration
With a cutter, some paper, some Vénilia or some fabric, let's start discovering the decorative découpage. Enjoy yourself with full and empty spaces, the colors and the materials and you will see on your hands flowers, dragon, trees etc. A detailed introduction explains each stitch thanks also to some clear picture. Some déco ideas, some tricks and tips to resolve all the little difficulties which present during each embroidery. 20 patterns will seduce you: flowered mirrors, decorations, rose curtains, decorations for walls or windows etc.

Sophie Morand inventes some graphical universes where full and empty spaces play together and where curved and right lines intermingle. Her passion for Japan, the one-color motifs ans the contemporaneous atmosphere ally to raw and fine materials.

64 pages in French

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
La bible de la couture Déco

Make your home more personal by applying different low-cost techniques: embroidery, sewing etc for new curtains or house decorations. Some clear charts with pictures or drawings explain all the fundamental techniques, from the selection of the materials to the preparation of the products according to the room of your house where you want to put them. An illustrated selection of fabrics and styles help you with your choice. Practical and useful advice for both amateurs and experts.

Author: Julia Bunting. 256 pages in French.

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
La bible de la couture mode

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299000978

La bible de la couture mode: Guide complet pour confectionner et accessoiriser vos tenues
A must-have guide for creating your personal style. Some clear charts with pictures or drawings explain all the fundamental techniques, from the selection of the materials to the preparation of the products according to the dress or robe you want to create. An illustrated selection of fabrics and styles help you with your choice. Practical and useful advice for both amateurs and experts.
Auteur Lorna Knight. 256 pages in French.

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Broderie de jours

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LibFR-9782299001067

La broderie de jours
With some threads, a needle, a ply of fantasy and patience, let's discover the classic elegance of the jour stitches. Let's easily learn the techniques - jours Venise, à ondulations, à faisceaux, roues, moulin à vent, ou lentilles - and play with the traditional motifs and add them to our contemporary projects. A detailed introduction will help you through step by step instructions and colorful images. Some déco ideas and little tips will allow you to solve all the little difficulties of all beginners. 17 patterns will seduce you: runners, cushions, lamps, pots, Christmas decorations, aprons etc...

Armande Cannet has opened a haberdasher's in 2003 in Arpajon, Cactus Indigo. She also manages some ateliers de broderie et de tapisserie. Her passion for the embroidery techniques and her deep knowledge of embroidery have inspired this wonderful book.

62 pages in French.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Le grand livre des travaux d'aiguilles

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001357

Le grand livre des travaux d'aiguilles

A useful and complete book. For each technique the necessary material and the techniques are well explained. The different knitting, crochet and embroidery stitches are described step by step, also with the aid of pictures and charts. Infos and pieces of advice are also given as to help training and creation. More than 50 projects are given at the end of the book. Once the technique is improved the only thing you will want to do is "creating"! Knitting: caps, bags, plaids... Crochet : bags, pochettes, belts... Embroidery: labels, scarfs, embroidered flowers... Patchwork and quilt: apron, covers... Sewing: cushions, curtains, bags...

Author: Valérie Gendreau. 320 pages.

Price: € 28.00 (incl. VAT)
Gédéon et ses amis

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001302

Gédéon et ses amis
This work proposes a real walk in Benjamin Rabier's world and its animals: cats, mice, dogs, ducks, rabbits, squirrels, elephants, turtles... all are the protagonists with a retrò style and funny colors. More than 50 motifs to decorate your children's rooms: small pictures, cushions, hangings, dresses etc. Quick embroideries: limited number of colors and small dimensions.
Authors: Hélène Le Berre, Claire Curt
63 pages.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Mes Bracelets Bresiliens

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001210

Bracelets Bresiliens

You need just to count to make a bracelet! Thread after thread, knot after knot you will unite both colors and motifs in different shapes for several different results. You will surely find the perfect bracelet for you!

Author: Françoise Hamon. 64 pages.

Price: € 14.00 (incl. VAT)
La Dentelle aux fuseaux, vol. 1

author: Lysiane Brulet

Modello: LIBFR-9782283582053

La dentelle aux fuseaux, tome 1: maîtriser la technique, par l'apprentissage de la dentelle torchon
The bobbin lace technique is here explained with simplicity: for each pattern you can find the natural size design, a picture of the finished work and the instructions.

Author: Lysiane Brulet
174 pages.

Price: € 28.00 (incl. VAT)
Collections : Mes cabinets de curiosité

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

If you have a curious spirit you can collect all the little treasures you have stored in years and years: travel recordings, family memories, collection of keys, mineral, vegetal or other materials... Create your own window, little shelves and decorations to collect everything at a time. 64 pages.

Author: Edith Garrault

Price: € 10.90 (incl. VAT)
L’atelier des filles

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001432

L’atelier des filles
Do you love bricolage? Do you want to imagine some objects which resemble you? Do you dream of becoming a designer and inventing your own fashion? Here is a 100% girly book for creating, crocheting, sewing and embroidering. It's your time to play!
Authors: Laure Bazantay, Claire Cazali, Les tricots de Coco. 64 pages in French.

Price: € 14.90 (incl. VAT)
Parfums de France au point de croix

day: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001401

Parfums de France au point de croix
From the collection "Plaisir du fil" a book with 4 universes which mix one each other:

- Between sky and earth (the countryside: Normandy, Charentes, Limousin, towns in the Loire): pounds, woods, farms, cows, geese...
- The air of the mountains (Alps, Pyrenees, Alsace): chalets, swans, edelweiss...
- Southern wind (Provence, Pays Basque...): sunflowers, lavender...
- Seaside (with the Réunion isles, the Martinique...): fishes, lighthouses, ships...

Everybody will find the specific motifs for their region.
Author: Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin
130 pages.

Price: € 23.50 (incl. VAT)
Are you fed up with scratchy jumpers and knitted hats always too large? Here are some brand new models, to knit "tailor-made" clothes for your little ones! Mixing wool and cotton in simple and complex shapes, your patience and devotion, you'll find yourself able to craft elegant and fashionable clothes and cardigans, as well as tunics, jackets, hats and bags.

By Muriel Agator and Fifi Mandirac
64 pages

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Déguisements pour petits et grands

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001678

Déguisements pour petits et grands
A cowboy, a princess, a robot, or a ladybug... Is there anything funnier, for children, than dressing up as their favorite characters? And is there anything more challenging, for mums, than sewing to make their little ones happy? 35 clothes, easy and fast to sew, with detailed directions and clear patterns. All life-size models are printed on 2 large, pull-out pages.

By Emma Hardy
127 pages

Price: € 17.00 (incl. VAT)
Mon journal au point de croix

A book written by two of the most famous and beloved French designers: Sophie Bester-Baqué and Véronique Enginger. Page after page it will take you on a trip down memory lane, in a mix of joy and nostalgia.

This manual is a really useful addiction to every stitcher's collection, from beginners to old needle lovers, who enjoy taking a walk in a beautiful garden among French colours and flowers. You'll find many motives for unique finishings, from flowers to animals, silhouette, delicatessen and accessories. A practical guide at the end collects all the charts and gives useful hints for stitching and finishings.

80 pages

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Voyages au point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Voyages au point de croix
Let Marie-Thérèse Saint-Aubin take you on a wonderful journey among dreams and nature. Discover the joy of walking in the forest, while collecting mushrooms and trying to catch butterflies. Loose yourself in a swirl of soap bubbles and lovely cross-stitched flowers. Enter Marie-Thérèse's universe... a precious jewel to treasure for the years to come.

Many motives to get inspired: flowers, corn, trees, landscapes (with houses, huts and lighthouses), then animals (with bulls, jellyfishes, butterflies, ..) and lovely silhouettes from ballerinas, fishermen and bathers. A practical guide at the end collects all the charts and gives useful hints for stitching.

Author: Marie-Thérèse Saint-Aubin
120 pages

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Mon atelier Perles & point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001753

Mon atelier - Perles & point de croix
Pearls get into your works and renew the cross-stitching universe! Whether you are a true expert or a motivated beginner, your embroideries will come to life thanks to the transparent or opaque pearls, the addition of charms, buttons and miniatures. You won't be able to go without these garnements that will enrich your creations: pin-cushions, scissor cases, thread cases... The embroider's workshop is adorned of a thousand lights this way.
Author: Francoise Luthier-Dieuzaide
62 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Atelier feutrine

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Amongst sewing and embroidering, dip in the colorful and soft universe of felt. Have fun with pastel or bright shades, add embroideries, pearls and buttons and let yourself be suprised by how simple these creations are to make. Let a little tenderness in your everyday life by creating original decorations, for your interiors, for your clothes...

Author: Frédérique Roux-Bonnardel

64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Perles : 35 modèles pour s'amuser

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001852

Perles : 35 modèles pour s'amuser
Pearls are more than necklaces! Robots, ants and matriochkas come to life thanks to a few rocaille pearls and brass string. Rooms and clothing cheer up: wreaths, lamps .. just follow the instructions and there you have it!
Author: Stephanie Bourgeois
62 pages in French

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Pompons, déco et rigolos

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001821

Pompons, déco et rigolos
Enough with those round ponpoms: here is the revolution! They get any shape (pears, tomatoes ..) transform into animals, fun objects or fashion accessories (scarves, necklaces) .. Little crafters-to-be will love to play with wool to create a whole universe with these irresistible ponpoms!

Author: Francoise Hamon

64 pages in French

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Crochet facile en 20 leçons

d: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001920

Crochet facile en 20 leçons
Crochet has always fascinated you but you’ve never dared to
try it? Are you ready to succumb to the madness of grannies
and create fashionable accessories? This is the book for you!
This work guides you step by step teaching you how to
choose the right material, the right wool for your projects and
the right stitches to use. 22 works with simple and original
shapes, made with light and natural shades that make the
stitching stand out. Every creation is explained step by step
together with advices from the author. try the joy of making
your own scarves, blankets, gloves .. but also rugs and
pillows!
Author Erika Knight
144 pages in French

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Cartes : Faire-part et billets doux

day: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299001968

Cartes : Faire-part et billets doux
Moving? Wedding? Anniversary? Birth? All occasions are good to come up with nice messages full of humour or tenderness ... Feel vintage, romantic or sparkling ... With 48 patterned detachable sheets, your creativity will have no limit!

Author: Fifi Mandirac.
62 pages in French.

Price: € 14.90 (incl. VAT)
Doudous et poupées en tricot

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Plush toys have a great place in the heart of little ones! You must choose it with love and is even more precious when home-made. So here are 18 adorable knitting mates to cuddle: familiar animals (rabbit, dog, sheep ...) garden animals (mouse, hedgehog ...) wild animals (cobra, panda, giraffe ...) and of course dolls. You want be able to stop creating! These plush toys will share games and dreams with your kids.

By Catherine Bouquerel, Veronique Linard
62 pages in French.

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Mes vêtements de poupées

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Mes vêtements de poupées
A whole wardrobe entirely made for the beloved doll? It's every little girl's dream. With a few pieces of fabrics and balls of wool, you will be able to create chic and trendy outfits inspired by numerous cities: Starry T-Shirts from New York, flowered kimonos from Tokio, Liberty-styled tunics from London, warm coats from Montreal: go on a trip around the world ...

Authors: Véronique Chermette, Christelle Mercier

57 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Les chats au point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Loyal everyday companions, cats steal the scene and come into your life. Whether they’re pedigree or true advertising icons, roosted or wise, it will be a pleasure to figure them out. Feline lovers will find happiness among these more than 40 charts to cross stitch bags, albums, clutches and decorative objects. Authors: Marie-Pierrette Samouiloff, Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin

63 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
100 fleurs à crocheter

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002026

100 fleurs à crocheter
Nature inspires you and you want to recreate with crochet a flowered garden? You want to crochet wild or exotic, big and small, colorful flowers? Than this is the right book for you! You will perfectly reproduce the floral universe that you love so much, thanks to these amazingly realistic designs: roses, violettes, tulips, clematis, and magnolias join together with butterflies and dragonflies to populate a wonderful garden. Beginners or experts, here you will find all the notions and instructions you need to create these fabulous designs. A crochet lesson with all the details from the author to learn or master yourself: learn the basics, change color ... Clear instructions together with charts for each design, photographed in its full-size, will allow you to create with no trouble the 100 designs suggested. 9 creations to inspire you: customise a waistcoat's neck, decorate a pillow or a picture, create garlands, embellish table sets ... 

Author: Caitlin Sainio

128 pages in French

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
Un fabuleux voyage : Entre rêve et réalité

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Giving carte blanche to Hélène Le Berre is leaving for a dreamlike trip together with Prudence, a lovely teddy bear with the face of a doll. It's an incredible journey around the world, discovering dazzling horizons, where you can meet a polka-dotted cat, a bear with embroidered boots ... Dip yourself into the unusual universe of this talented artist where imagination is soaked with childhood memories and inspirations. A travel notebook where poetical texts, drawings, personal belongings and creations inspired by placec come together. A great variety of cross-stitch designs: animals, landscapes, monuments, ... and at the end of this work, a technical notebook that puts together the charts of all the designs, together with the instructions of the objects to create.

Author: Hélène Le Berre
80 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Almanach créatif 2014

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002064

Almanach créatif 2014

A treasure trove of ideas for the 365 days of the year!

Everyday you can discover a creative idea to make, a tasty recipe to cook or more. Get swept away by cultural anecdotes in the world of fashion, celebrities, vintage objects, forgotten professions, important events in the calendar ... Make your life easier thanks to the simple little tricks suggested, appreciate the numerous columns dedicated to the world of stitching and also take note of all the blogs to visit, dates of the fairs you just cannot miss, ideas to prepare parties in advance ...

Authors: Sabine Alaguillaume, Stéphanie Chica

320 pages in French.

Price: € 19.95 (incl. VAT)
Dans mon jardin au point de croix

Dans mon jardin au point de croix

Wander around the garden and discover the opulence of nature ... Take a walk around beautiful flowers, yummy fruits and vegetables and colorful insects. Discover, in a documentary way, a botanist board of astonishing precision and welcome the vegetable world in your interiors. Organised in three stages - the garden - the documentary studying and nature inside of the home -, this book puts to scene a universe rich of colors. More then 150 designs to stitch that truly sing an hymn to nature. Plenty of flowers, fruity treats, vegetables from the vegetable garden, gardening tools ... make wonderful pictures with tender characters ... 13 creations that are adaptable to today's interiors: labels, bags, pictures, gardening gloves, curtains ...

Author: Véronique Enginger

100 pages in French

Price: € 23.50 (incl. VAT)
Poules, coqs et poussins au point de croix

Hens, chickens and chicks have long stepped out of their roosts, to step into our everyday life. Nursery rhymes, games, proverbs and mottos... This book focuses right on this collective imagination, reinterpreting in a lovely way our thoughts about this world of chickens, with lively, funny and surprising cross stitch charts. If you love hens, it might be hard for you to choose among the hundred models proposed here, for crafting pictures, swimming-pool totes, cushions and many more projects ...

By Perrette Samouiloff, Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin

64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
**Le bon point**

*da: Le Temps Apprivoisé*

---

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002156

Le bon point - Guide complet des points de broderie et de couture à la main

All tailors, whether beginners or experts, are going to find the right explanation about the stitch needed in this volume. A sort of encyclopedia and definitely a reference point, whose didactical approach makes it something very precious, to preserve very carefully.

- A complete selection of finishing and decorating techniques: hems, rims, buttonholes, lining, assembling fabric patches, trimming, quilting and even more. A whole lot of details that will soon become your distinguishing mark, as well as the symbol of your creativeness.
- Precious information on how to select your sewing supplies, with tips from tailors and simple explanations on how to correct your mistakes.
- Examples of decoration patterns, directions on how to use and match them and even on how to create yours!
- For each stitch and technique, step-by-step pictures allow to easily follow the instructions included.

By Margaret Rowan

256 pages in French

**Price: € 24.00 (incl. VAT)**
Ma fabrique de sacs

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002200

Ma fabrique de sacs
Bags are definitely among "girls' best friends"... Though girls are always thinking they don't have the right bag to carry with them! Totes for country outings, little, retro purses for evening parties, XXL totes for going to the beach and small cases for staying out at the weekend ...

With some sewing basics and a sewing machine, you'll be able to craft 18 different forms of bags and matching accessories, to always rely on the right bag for any occasion!

By Elsa Giraud-Virissel
64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Couture sans couture

du: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002279

Couture sans couture
Discover 33 original creations to decorate your interiors and make accessories both pretty and practical with the help of fusible. For each of the 11 designs, 3 different colors, materials and styles: one shape, 3 possibilities! A new way of creating that will slowly take those who have never had anything to do with threads and needles into sewing. This technique will also be a wonderful surprise for those who are already skilled.

Authors: Laëtitia Coly, Lydie Coly

48 pages.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
Broches
Da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Discover 33 original creations to create brooches that will add a personal touch to your clothes and accessories. For each of the 11 designs, 3 different colors, materials and styles: one shape, 3 possibilities! Whether it's in the shape of a bird, a guitar or a flower, a brooch is a detail that will make your look unique!

Author: Agathe de Frayssinet-Orhan
48 pages.

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
Trousses

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002316

Trousses

Discover 30 original creations to make pouches that will become essential accessories for your everyday life. For each of the 10 designs, 3 varieties of colors, materials and styles: is there a shape that you like? Here are 3 ways of developing it! Basic or chic, girly or childish, just choose the one that suits you better and that better satisfies your needs!

Author: Corine Romeyer

48 pages in French

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
**Scoubidous**

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

---

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002149

Scoubidous

Enough with those senseless scooby doos: make some space to all the scoobies that will become jewellery, decorations or funny characters. Even thread-shaped candies will star, to create pretty decorations on birthday cakes! An helicopter or fish-shaped drawing pin, key-chains and pacifiers, twisted bracelets and more. Little crafters will create a colorful and fun universe.

Hélène Manche

64 pages in French

Price: **€ 12.90** (incl. VAT)
Feutrine 26 modèles à créer au fil des saisons

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002118

Feutrine 26 modèles à créer au fil des saisons
Felt enjoys the seasons! Discover plenty of creations in felt to make with your children to follow the most important moments of the year: the start of the school year, Christmas, Epiphany cake, birthdays ...
The little crafters will love making these simple and fun objects to play and dream with: pencil cases, king crowns, april's fools and much more ...
Agathe de Frayssinet-Orhan
64 pages in French

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Le petit monde d’Odile

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

This book goes through a whole year with lots of imagination and is full of tutorials, tips and tricks to make your life happier! Discover a multitude of ideas for each season.

- Textile creations (sewing, felted wool, decal) and creative projects (stamps, wire jewelry, polymer clay, cut-outs).
- Gardening and cooking recipes.
- Funny illustrations by the author.
- Plenty of pictures and patterns and step by step pictures that will allow you to immediately understand the instructions for the making of these works.

Author: Odile Bailloeul
80 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Get ready to enter, thanks to the art of crochet, the subtle world of colors and get carried away by the blazing universe of talented designer Cécile Balladino, who mixes romantic and bohemian inspirations to rock n' roll.

- A book that you can flip through like a magazine in which the different aspects pay a tribute to color and Cécile's eclecticism.
- 21 new crochet models you will fall in love with.
- At the end of the work you'll find a technical notebook with all the instructions for the making of the works as well as the needed charts.

Author: Cecile Balladino
80 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Enter the universe of Mlle Sophie and discover 23 designs of scarves, snoods, hats and to easily knit, in order to face the cold with style. Knitted with beautiful and natural materials (wool, alpaca, mohair...) and presented in two versions, for women and kids, these light and soft creations will give new life to knitting. An introductory technical section recalls the basics of knitting. The works are made with simple or more complex stitches, but always accessible to all levels.

Author: Mlle Sophie
64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Tricots pour mon Bébé

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002255

This book shows you many designs, not only for dressing your babies (socks, waistcoats, sleepsacks, caps,) but also accessories for their bedroom and everyday life (playmat, pillow, mobile).

Author: Catherine Bouquerel

Text in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Rangements à coudre pour chambre d'enfants

Who doesn't dream of seeing their kids clean up their room while having fun? Puzzle bags, marbles bags, sports bags, pajama bags and more... With a few sewing notions and a sewing machine, you will create 18 practical designs to transform tidying up into a game.

An essential book, that proposes new, fun designs in colorful fabrics with fashionable patterns.

Author: Marie Gervais

Text in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Le crochet de A à Z

Author: Catherine Hirst

Price: € 17.00 (incl. VAT)
Petits carnets au point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002354

It's in the notebooks that all chart patterns are created: inspirational, travelling, drawing and sketching notebooks, "to do it!", recipe, photo or address notebooks... Each notebook is stitched with a pattern in relation with its use: monuments and postcards for a travelling notebook, numbers for a calculation notebook and much more... Stitchers can choose among many motifs to create and customize their own notebook cover.

Author: Marie-anne Rethoret-melin

Text in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

150 points de tricot
da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002361

Here is an essential book with 150 knitting stitches divided into 6 categories to better help you find immediately the appropriate stitch. A true source of inspiration for all knitters.
- A reminder of the basics of knitting, with tips and tricks from the author,
- The detailed instructions and charts will help you out and guide you through the process.

Author: Marie-Noëlle Bayard
120 Pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Fleurs et déco

This book presents numerous creative ideas to play with flowers and give some style to your home decorations. You will learn how to showcase fresh flowers, customize a marketplace bouquet, create unique decors, matching colors, choosing the right spot to place your arrangements. You will also learn how to create original vases for your bouquets with easy-to-find materials (ribbon, paint, string or fabric).

- Sources of inspiration of 8 different decorative worlds (rustic, pastel and fluorescent, natural, black and white, the marketplace, glamour, neutral, seaside).
- Ideas to decorate your table for all occasions: surprise parties, dinner with friends, kids'events...

Authors: Holly Becker, Shewring Leslie

144 Pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Liberty 25 projets de couture facile

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002446

Liberty fabric is the latest fashion! Decorations, clothing, accessories ... the famous english fabric with colorful floral patterns will blend perfectly with your interiors and will add a touch of modernity and elegance to it!

25 sewing easy projects for traditional creations such as cushions and bedspread and more original works like belts, stools and more.

Authors: Lucinda Ganderton, Christine Leech
160 Pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Les saisons au point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Les saisons au point de croix
between poetry and elegance, get swept away by the passing seasons and smell the scent of flowers, escape into an orchard, take a walk in the woods or get some rest in front of the fireplace ... Structured around the four seasons, this book puts together a new universe, full of tenderness and finesse
- More than 50 charts will take you throughout the seasons: gardens and birds’ nests, fields of lavender, walks in the woods and excursions to the mountains.
- 11 works will let spring, summer, fall and winter into your homes: shopper bags, blankets, garlands ...

Author: Jennifer Lentini
119 pages in French

Price: € 23.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Douceur de l’enfance
da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Douceur de l’enfance - Perles et point de croix

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002408

Douceur de l’enfance - Perles et point de croix

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Fleurs de Redouté

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

This book is divided into 5 parts, where color is the main theme, and suggests a wide range of flowers to stitch. 47 botanical prints have been recreated together with their stitched representation. Each main chart comes with additional charts containing variations, friezes and more. Auteurs: Marie-anne Rethoret-melin, Perrette Samouiloff

239 pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Bricolage - 300 astuces, techniques et pas à pas
da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002590

An ideal manual for achieving works on your interiors, quickly decorating your home at the best value of money possible. An accessible work to everyone thanks to its rich and clear content. Also, professional tips for a perfect finishing, tricks and ideas to decorate your home all by yourself.

Author: Alison Jenkins
Text in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Atelier Récup'
d: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002705

The house hides many treasures to which we no longer may remember. Ancient fabrics, lace, jam jars... The author has taken all these things and has created useful and decorative objects. Discover 15 beautiful creations with recycled materials!

Authors: Frédérique Roux-Bonnardel
64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
The light is very important in our lives.
- A lesson about cardboard creations and the Electrical (with step by step pictures).
- Simple explanations of the Electronic (materials, connections, compilation) and the lighting choice (Led, bulb, candle).
- 13 original simple creations that you can use to decorate the house: floor lamps, bedside lamps, Japanese lanterns, etc. You will find all the styles in this book.

**Price:** € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Crochet décor

From: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Model: LIBFR-9782299002613

Forget crocheting style of our grandmothers. With this book you will discover 16 new colorful ideas of Anisbee: Kissen mit Mohnblumen, Insektensammlungen, verschiedene Vasen.

Author: Anisbee

64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Tricotin - 25 modèles pour s'amuser

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002682

24 varied and fun creations for creation and gaming hours of our children.

Author: Francoise Hamon

63 pages in french

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Bijoux de Cheveux

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002521

Discover 33 original creations, to invent every day a new hairstyle! For each of the 11 models, 3 variants of colors, materials and styles.

Author: Christine Nivet

48 pages in French

Price: € 8.90 (incl. VAT)
Crochet - Pour aller plus loin

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002606

A book for all crochet lovers: beginners and experts. A simple introduction, illustrated with charts and pictures, explains materials and techniques. 19 creative designs, with modern colors, that give a fresh new twist to the art of crochet.

Author: Véronique Chermette
64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
La mode des années 1920 à 1930
da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002873

A true fashion show for this coloring book inspired by the 1920s and 1930s. Throughout the pages you will become the designer of your own collection. Dresses, patterned fabrics, accessories but also wedding and night gowns. More than 100 sketches to color away.

Author: Marie-Noëlle Bayard
96 pages in French

Price: € 5.90 (incl. VAT)
Autour du papier

After taking a look at this book you will never look at paper the same way again! From gift decorations to table sets, the author will show you that paper can be folded, twisted, painted and stitched.
- Workshops on materials and techniques will show you the many faces of paper.
- Tips and tricks to guide you through.
- 32 creations divided in three different categories: decoration (light-up signs, wall-hangings, cherry blossoms), table setting (napkin rings, floral table runner), and presents (cases, boxes, colorful envelopes).

Author: Anne-Solange Tardy
120 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Carton bois - Objets et meubles patinés

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002545

Wooden cardboard is a whole new craft! A technique similar to woodwork as it's inspired by carpentry. The patina gives an amazing finishing to objects and furniture that take a wooden aspect. Simple, quick, not expensive and with stunning results!
- Workshops allow you to approach different techniques: cutting, assembling, nailing together, decorating ...
- A lesson on patina explains how to decorate the objects made: the needed material is clearly described and practical tips will allow you to get started very quickly.
- 21 modern creations that perfectly adapt to interiors.
Authors: Mokette Olivier, Cécile Thouvard
120 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Ma petite mercerie au point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003023

In this book you will find plenty of cross-stitch charts, all haberdashery-themed: thimbles, buttons, scissors, fabrics, ribbons ... All that a stitcher can dream of, to embellish and decorate her sewing basket and accessories. 64 pages in French, Color charts.

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Inspirations marines au point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299002798

Let's go on a trip to the sea and discover a world of sunny holidays, far away destinations and kids laughing. More than 50 charts to cross-stitch: navigation instruments, postcards, fishes, corals, lighthouses, wind roses, boats, waves, skies, birds ... a true tribute to the marine world.

120 pages in French

Price: € 23.50 (incl. VAT)
Couture, premières leçons

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

21 elegant and girly creations for all budding sewers. Chic pillowcases, organizers and round footstools. Create a light top in viscose for a casual look and a summer pajama. A leather pouch for your nights out, a tablet case and much more.

64 pages in French.

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Tricot couleurs

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Choosing and matching colors, using monochrome or variegated, adding touches of color, dealing with stripes, mastering the color pallettes: everything is explained in this lovely book.

Pictures and charts, together with tips from the author will allow all knitters (beginners or experts) to improve themselves and create magnificent works.

144 pages in French.

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Scoubidous - Hélène Manche

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003184

Let's have fun with "Sacha" to realize 6 original scoubidous, while Samy will give us useful tips to help and guide us.

The box contains:
- 33 scoubidous threads for realize all the creations proposed in the book;
- 1 book with the explanations, 32 pages in French.

Authoress: Hélène Manche.

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Brazilian bracelets

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003207

Let's have fun with "Andréa" to realize 6 original brazilian bracelets, while Rio will give us useful tips to help and guide us.

The box contains:
- 20 skeins of cotton and 1 safety pin for realize all the creations proposed in the book;
- 1 book with the explanations, 32 pages in French.

Author: Françoise Hamon.

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Mon premier pull à tricoter

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003054

Are you a beginner and also tired of only knitting scarves? Are you feeling like taking the next step and creating a jumper? With this book you can! 7 super simple sweater designs to knit with garter stitch.

Author: Marie-Noëlle Bayard, Babette Brouard

63 pages in French.

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Tricoter au point mousse

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003061

Garter stitch is usually the first stitch to learn when knitting. It's usually used for the making of scarves, but this book will show you how many accessories you can make with this one simple stitch. 8 colorful designs for jumpers, hoodies, gloves, shawls and more.

Authors. Marie-Noëlle Bayard, Babette Brouard

64 pages in French.

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Boîtes en origami

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003245

Origami is for everyone! Get into the creation of stunning boxes. This kit contains all that you need to create tiny colorful boxes: a book of 32 pages that explains step by step how to create 10 designs for boxes, envelopes and baskets; a pad of 232 detachable paper sheets in bright colors.

Author: María Noble
32 pages in French.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Almanach créatif 2017

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Lacking inspiration? Feel like escaping with the help of original DIY works? Than this is the right agenda for you: home decor, kitchen, odd jobs and even gardening!

Authors: Stéphanie Chica, Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin, Amélie Rioual

320 pages in French

Price: € 19.95 (incl. VAT)
Fleurs en origami
da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003238

Origami is for all! Get into the creation of these magnificent flowers. This kit contains all you need to create colorful paper flower bouquets:
- a book of 32 pages that explains step by step how to create 10 different flower designs;
- a pad of 232 detachable paper sheets in very bright colors.

Author: Maria Noble
32 pages in French.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Noël dans tous ses états

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003221

3 different worlds to live Christmas in a different way ... A Liberty, industrial pop or traditional Christmas are coming your way this year! So get some glue, a pair of scissors, a little paper and create your own enchanted christmas. Cookies, Advent calenders, trees and many more suprises await you!

120 pages in French

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
This work is divided in six parts, according to the kind of stitch, making it an essential book for beginners as well as experts. Many practical examples: an elegant shrug, a baby blanket, a bag with seashells, a snood and a table set ...

A reminder on the basics of crochet, with tips and tricks from the author. The close-up pictures will allow the reader to choose the more suitable stitches for each work. 6 works (decor and garnments) that perfectly capture the importance of the right stitch.

Author: Chermette Veronique

120 Pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Cakemoji : Recettes gourmandes en forme d'emoji

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003276

Everybody loves emojis. And now, you can eat them too!
- Cake and cookie recipes that are simple and delicious
- Decorative techniques explained with step by step pictures
- 30 of the most popular emojis
Authors: Jenni Powell, Séverine Pedan
96 pages in French

Price: € 9.95 (incl. VAT)
Inspirations végétales au point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003313

A selection of the most beautiful designs inspired by nature by Véronique Enginger
Dreaming of prairies, orchards and gardens? Discover a bucolic universe and stitch a multitude of floral arrangements.
More than 35 charts to embroider: flowers, fruits and vegetables, birds, butterflies and more.
7 elegant designs you can create too: an apron, a seed bag, a bag, a notebook, gardening gloves and a basket …
Author: Véronique Enginger
64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Discover the plentiful universe of Cécile Franconie, who has imagined a multitude of packing boxes embroidered with beautiful and colorful flowers. A world that mixes fabrics, Jeffitex, yarns and ribbons …

More than 36 works to tidy up your house and workshop: a round box for yarn spools, a pouch for your supplies, a basket for your wool balls, a squared box and much more …

Author: Cécile Franconie

160 pages in French.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Petites experiences avec ses sens

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003412

This book gathers more than 30 recipes to create your own modeling clay, scratch off paint, fake snow, jelly and much more! A work that will develop your children's creativity and imagination.

120 pages in French

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Oiseaux, papillons et petites bêtes au point de croix

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003122

Get ready to fall in love with the wonderful watercolors and cross-stitch patterns by Véronique. A magical world in the heart of nature seen from the eyes of an entomologist! This work presents 3 main themes: insects and little animals, butterflies and birds.
- 48 cross-stitch charts depicting birds, butterflies and insects.
- 15 original works to create stunning accessories such as pouches, pillows, blouses, bags and more.
- 6 postcards/watercolors - sketches by the author - are also included!

Author Véronique Enginger
120 pages in French

Price: € 27.50 (incl. VAT)
Winter is approaching. Nature dresses in white and the times come to sip some tea in front of the fireplace while reminiscing about those snowy mornings from your childhood. A book with three main themes (nature, home and Christmas), with more than 50 cross-stitch charts of animals, flowers, snowmen and more. You will also find 12 beautiful works to decorate your home for the holidays such as pillows, gift baskets and more ... Winter just might become your favorite season!

Author Jennifer Lentini
120 pages in French

Price: € 23.50 (incl. VAT)
Blackwork

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003610

Blackwork is a type of traditional embroidery. This book gives you lovely designs with a modern twist to them. Monochrome, with beautiful shades effects and with a touch of color here and there.

Author: Bernadette Baldelli

64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Doudous doux Au crochet & en Liberty
da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003641

Discover the lovely crocheted world of Alexandra. This artist elegantly mixes pastel shades to create wonderful soft toys.
Author: Éléonore & Maurice
64 Pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
La parfaite garde-robe des filles

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003535

13 designs to create a dream wardrobe for your daughters or nieces! Detailed instructions are there to help you out as well as colored illustrations and a technical section. Includes 13 pattern for the creation of girls' garments from 4 to 12 years of age.

Author: Karine Aivazian
128 pages in French.

Price: € 25.00  (incl. VAT)
Sashiko d’hier et d’aujourd’hui

da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

A japanese technique that mixes regular stitches to geometric patterns and a white thread to an indigo thread for the most beautiful final result. In this book you’ll find a wide range of more than 50 traditional and modern designs. 18 amazing works for bags, table sets, coasters and more ...

Plus, a detailed sashiko lessons to master the basics.

Author: Satomi Sakuma

120 pages in French

Price: € 23.50 (incl. VAT)
Sashiko
da: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003634

The beautiful graphic effects of Sashiko: geometrical, modern and traditional designs for bags, coin purses, fashion accessories and decorations!
Plus, a detailed sashiko lessons to master the basics.
Author: Satomi Sakuma
64 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Almanach créatif 2019

d: Le Temps Apprivoisé

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003832

Take some time everyday to discover new recipes, hacks, and ideas inside this beautiful work. Reading and music tip, vacation spots ideas an much more!

Authors: Julie Goudot, Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin, Amélie Rioual

320 pages in French

Price: € 19.95 (incl. VAT)
**Merveilleuse nature au point de croix**

*da: Le Temps Apprivoisé*

Modello: LIBFR-9782299003849

Enough with blank canvas, in with the colors! Here is an original approach to cross-stitching: fabrics in bright colors or natural tones, in different materials, thin or thick, to embroider with silk, cotton or woolen threads ... all this and more in this new awaited work by de Marie-Thérèse Saint-Aubin.

- More than 50 patterns depicting exotic flowers, gardens, birds and butterflies ...
- A tunning tribute to nature by a wonderfully skilled designer.
- For each chart, you will find a reference to both Mouliné cotton threads and silk yarns. - 3 bigger and foldable charts also included.

Author: Marie-Thérèse Saint-Aubin

120 pages in French

**Price: € 25.00** (incl. VAT)